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The automotive industry is one of the 

most demanding industries and impor-

tant growth drivers in Europe. Through 

the individualisation of customer  

requests and therefore the growing influ-

ence of end customers, the complexity of 

the added-value chain in the automotive 

industry has increased sharply. High in-

novation and cost pressure with a simul-

taneous increase in complexity through 

market-driven model and variant diver-

sity pose great challenges for the industry. 

PSIjis is designed specifically for 

these conditions and supports highly 

automated, sequence-optimised and  

sequence-synchronous production and 

delivery from supplier to car manufactur-

er. In other words, different variants of the 

same part or pre-configured module are 

delivered to the car manufacturer's assem-

bly line at the right time in the correct 

sequence and position. Qualicision tech-

nology simultaneously creates optimum 

sequences, in other words production or 

For an automotive supplier, Just-in-Sequence (JIS) used to mean above all serving 

OEM targets. This often meant that the supplier's own economic goals suffered. 

With PSIjis, this no longer has to be the case. Thanks to Qualicision-based sequenc-

ing, production sequences are created that are also optimised for the supplier.
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Dear readers,

Qualicision® technology enables the implementation 

of software systems for intelligent decision-making 

support and process optimisation across industry sec-

tors, and for more efficient handling of production 

processes and any other business processes. Nume-

rous business and industrial applications prove this.

In this edition, you will learn more about a new appli-

cation – the integration of Qualicision in PSIjis. The 

new system, developed jointly by PSIPENTA, F/L/S 

Fuzzy Logik Systeme GmbH and PSI Poland, opti-

mises the calculation and management of production 

sequences for automotive suppliers so that delivery is 

just-in-sequence in accordance with OEM targets whilst the individual suppliers' produc-

tion sequences still optimise their own economic goals.

A further application is related to portfolio planning and the optimisation of planning 

-related real time responses to changes to financial and economic market conditions as 

they occur.

Although both applications are fairly distinct, they are both supported by the same Qualici-

sion core in the optimisation process. This is because the Qualicision design is universal. 

Whether sequencing, portfolio planning, fashion label logistics, bus depots or maintenance 

of infrastructure networks – as reported in previous issues – Qualicision is a useful tool 

across industry sectors.

Therefore, several Qualicision solutions have already been integrated into the range of 

solutions offered by PSI in production, energy and infrastructure management. PSIjis is 

a new and important element on this road; because this joint product development pools 

PSI expertise for our customers. 

Yours faithfully,

Dr. Rudolf Felix

Managing Director

F/L/S Fuzzy Logik Systeme GmbH
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solution at the IT&Business 2011 – 

Microsoft’s Windows Azure becomes 

platform for SaaS bids +++ PSI receives 

new orders from the Vallourec Group 

– PSImetals for the Youngstown finish-

ing mill and the new forge at Chang-

zhou +++ PSI to deliver new network 

control system for the city of Muscat –  

Muscat Electricity Distribution Com-

pany, SAOC, decides in favour of  

PSIcontrol +++ PSI awarded additional 

traction power contract from the Neth-

erlands – New, central PSIcontrol con-

trol system replaces four existing con-

trol stations +++ PSI wins follow-up 

order from Müller-Technik – PSI mate-

rial flow controller for logistics centre 

of plastic injection-moulded compo-

nents expert +++ PSIPENTA manages 

maintenance processes for Airbus 340 

at SR Technics – MRO service provider 

goes online with Planning, Execution 

and Control (PEC) +++ PSI receives 

order from 50Hertz Transmission – 

Grid calculations for the operation of 

the 380/220 kilovolt transmission net-

work +++ PSI wins logistics order from 

Würth Elektronik eiSos – Warehouse 

Management System PSIwms optimises 

current warehouse processes +++ PSI 

supplies new energy trading system for 

N-ERGIE – standardisation of processes 

for all relevant goods such as electricity 

and gas +++
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► Continued from page 1

assembly sequences, both from the sup-

plier perspective, that of the external 

service provider, and at the OEM. 

Just-in-sequence delivers the required 

parts to the conveyor belt not only at the 

right time on the basis of a pull principle, 

but also in the right order for the cars. 

To achieve this, the software generates 

production or delivery orders for exactly 

ONE specific part at a specific time. 

The part is also allocated a unique  

Vehicle Identification Number (VIN) 

and sequence number. As a rule, three 

calls, known as JIS CALLS, are gener-

ated by the OEM for the supplier n days, 

n hours and n minutes before the start of 

assembly in order to react to configura-

tions by the customer at short notice. The 

lead time offset varies according to the 

distance between the supplier and end 

customer or production and assembly. 

Sequences improve efficiency

Among automotive suppliers, there is 

increasing recognition of the importance 

of suitable sequencing to improve pro-

duction process efficiency. This is be-

cause just-in-sequence delivery should 

be completed right to the OEM in ac-

cordance with their specifications. How-

ever, if resequencing takes place before 

delivery in accordance with internal sup-

plier criteria, as the PSIjis module itself 

allows, increased efficiency or cost saving 

is achievable according to individual in-

terests. Although the supplier performs 

sequencing in accordance with their 

own criteria, the OEM receives its de-

sired sequence through JIS and the final 

resequencing.

In this way, both partners' seemingly 

contradictory economic goals can be 

achieved. The economy of the se-

quencing is not restricted only to the 

immediate optimisation of production- 

related technical efficiency and costs. 

Indirect effects of optimised sequenc-

ing can also be important. If, for exam-

ple, sequencing efficiency increases, one 

possible result is energy savings and the 

prevention of peak demand in various 

respects. If appropriate key performance 

indicators and the associated data are 

available, the sequences can be opti-

mised flexibly in line with those KPIs 

by means of their relative importance – 

meaning that KPI improvement is verifi-

able.

Qualicision-based sequencing has al-

ready proven itself efficient in numerous 

OEM factories. Therefore the JIS module 

is the logical continuation of this proce-

dure transferred to the customer-supplier 

principle between the OEMs and their 

suppliers, and is now also available as ac-

tive sequencing control for the supplier.

Integrated sequence planning with EDI

The JIS module is a stand-alone module 

that can be integrated into an existing soft-

ware infrastructure at any time. The sys-

tem's processes are self-contained and 

are equipped with interfaces to ERP sys-

tems. This therefore guarantees that 

the value flow and core processes chain 

within the ERP system is uninterrupted.  

Call integration and sequence planning 

take place automatically via the EDI in-

terface and its own associated JIS data- 

base. The core of the JIS database is the 

information system that provides infor-

mation regarding vehicles that are in 

production or pre-production as well as 

vehicles already produced. This data ba-

sis is used to manage all JIS module pro-

cesses by means of their status informa-

tion in the sense of a workflow. The open 

architecture means that customer- 

specific adjustments to the workflow are 

PSIjis not only enables delivery right up to the OEM with optimised sequencing, but also guarantees 
optimised production sequences for all parties involved on the basis of the Qualicision technology. 
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possible at any time. The architecture 

of the JIS module is designed for 365/7  

operation.

Optimising sequences

Beyond standard JIS functionalities, Quali- 

cision technology supports sequencing 

optimisation in production or assembly 

for the OEM and/or supplier in order to 

achieve a balanced production flow with 

regard to human and machine resources. 

One possible situation might be related 

to preventing employees from being over-

loaded in their work, for example. If an 

assembly worker deals with three or four 

fully configured vehicles in succession, a 

high degree of concentration is required, 

which is accompanied by fatigue. Logi-

cally, this presents an increased risk of 

error that can be reduced with a more bal-

anced sequence, i.e. fewer stress peaks and 

a more even, continuous workload. Ex-

pressed verbally, one specification to the 

software could read: When a fully config-

ured car is assembled, the system should 

optimise the workload so that if possible, 

a car with a simple configuration follows.

This requirement for optimal sequences in 

assembly partially contradicts the require-

ments of sequences in the paint shop. This 

section would like to group cars by colour 

and prefers colours to go from light to dark. 

This is because fully configured cars, which 

lead to high workloads in assembly, are 

mainly dark. The complexity in sequenc-

ing that arises for the OEM with regard 

to the number of possible combinations is 

more than the human mind can imagine, 

even with extensive professional knowl-

edge. In addition to assembly and the paint 

shop, this also affects preliminary building 

works. This section also has its own opti-

misation goals regarding order sequences, 

which are defined from the perspective of 

the resources found there, such as welding 

robots or feed cartridges, etc. 

Harmonising contradictions

From the point of view of suppliers who 

have to operate the complex sequences 

that arise in the JIS environment, their 

own production sequences are also sub-

ject to requirements. These in turn must 

comply with the technical and economic 

requirements of a supplier. With Qualici-

sion, these sequences can be calculated 

in a similar way. However, because of the 

diversity in production processes, these 

do not generally conform to the sequenc-

ing requirements of the recipient OEMs. 

As both sequencing types are calculated 

by the same software, the supplier can 

harmonise the contradiction between its 

own production sequencing requirements 

and those of the OEM. To create such op-

timised sequences, in the sequencing,  

Qualicision must include all measures af-

fected by changes after the options freeze, 

Advantages 

•	 Individual,	production-synchro-

nous	 sequencing	 and	 assembly	

control	with	Qualicision®

•	 Production-synchronous	 deliv-

ery	and	sequencing	 in	 transport	

containers	 with	 scan	 checks	 in-

cluding	label	management

•	 Application	of	mobile	solutions

•	 Configurable	process	monitoring	

and	 passing	 on	 of	 alarms	 by	

means	 of	 the	 system,	 SMS	 and		

e-mail	in	real	time

•	 Open	 interfaces	 to	ERP	and	 test	

systems

•	 Documentation	 and	 traceability	

for	batch	and	serial	numbers

•	 Local	processing	with	high-level	

availability	including	own	mas-

ter	data

•	 Standard	EDI	processing	

•	 Multi-level	emergency	concept

•	 Business	 control	 through	 inte-

gration	 of	 credit	 advices	 and	

repeat	orders

The self-contained PSIjis module, with an interface to the ERP system, can be integrated into an exist-
ing software infrastructure at any time.  Source: PSIPENTA
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► Information

which is sometimes at short notice. Exam-

ples of these include detailed time plan-

ning, internal planning and co-ordination 

of suppliers. Qualicision ensures re-opti-

misation of planning as soon as possible in 

the event of a problem and its subsequent 

resolution. The system therefore adapts 

planning and execution so that it does not 

conflict with the range of possible vari-

ants. This flexibility is possible because 

the approach to human thinking and  

action has been adapted in Qualicision 

and transferred to IT. In a situation, deci-

sions on sequences are made rapidly using 

clear parameters and heuristics. 

KPIs are used as control parameters and, in 

contrast with the retrospective view that 

is common at present, perform an active 

controlling function. The approach to 

control here is entirely comparable with 

the procedure in the OEMs themselves. 

They also sometimes perform sequencing 

internally within the factory by applying 

the customer-supplier principle between 

individual production areas. For example, 

preliminary building works is the supplier 

for the customer "paint shop", and the 

paint shop in turn is the supplier for the 

customer "assembly".

Customer groups and target markets

The JIS module is aligned with automo-

tive industry suppliers that deliver their 

components just-in-sequence. Some 

examples of these components are: wir-

ing harnesses, seating systems, cockpits,  

engines, gears, tank containers, mirrors 

and interior parts including roof lining 

and locking systems. External service 

providers such as forwarding agents can 

use the JIS module as system suppliers to 

harmonise process steps.

Due to the PSI group's international 

structure and experience, projects are of-

fered and supported worldwide. The PSI 

Poland business unit based in Poznań is 

specifically responsible for implementa-

tion of and support for projects in eastern 

European countries. 

The Qualicision technology here displays pro-
duction times and the utilisation level in view 
of pre-defined aims.  Source: F/L/S


